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JADO. FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

think feel dream





FROM CHAOS TO ORDER.

Geometry played an essential part in the evolution of the language of form. 

2,500 years ago, humankind developed the science of geometry – and created the ability 

to structure space methodically, giving it a new and meaningful order. Perception of 

our natural environment grew abstract as human thought advanced to a new stage 

of cognition. Out of reflection about elementary geometric shapes like circle, triangle, 



square, sphere and cylinder, the systematic, creative occupation with the spatial order 

of the universe was born. The discovery of geometry was a high point in the process of 

civilization; with this science, humankind stepped beyond its natural state once and for 

all. Since then, geometry has become the basis for art, architecture and design – the key 

to the development of innovative, extraordinary ideas about form. 





GEOMETRY is a tribute to human 

reason. Here, the intellect joins forces 

with an intuitive understanding of form. 

A concept that intrigues people who 

find that perfection and emotion can 

go hand in hand. Inspiration through 

intelligence.   

THE FASCINATION 
OF CLARITY. 



F1283
Single lever basin mixer

The basin is the functional center of the bathroom.  

With GEOMETRY fittings, it also becomes an optical  

highlight. 



H4233
Single lever basin mixer

F1276
Single lever basin mixer

F1252
Pillar tap
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BASIN



F1293
Single lever basin mixer

BASIN

F1335
Concealed single lever mixer
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No reason to hide: With GEOMETRY fittings, bidet and toilet set an appealing 

visual accent in the bathroom. 

F1273
Single lever bidet mixer

H3972
Toilet fitting
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BI DET/TOILET
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Many people consider the bath tub a place of repose and relaxation – and  

showering both a refreshment and a pleasure. GEOMETRY fittings create the 

ideal ambiance. 

F1263
4-hole Roman tub set
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F1343
Concealed single lever mixer

F1361
Concealed thermostat

F1344
Multi-way valve

BATH TUB/SHOWER



F1336
Concealed single lever tub 
and shower mixer

F1345
Concealed single lever tub 
and shower mixer  
with wall elbow

BATH TUB/SHOWER

F1337
Concealed single lever shower mixer
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F2502
Exposed two-handle tub and shower mixer
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A3260
Exposed thermostat
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F1631
Wallelbow

F1321
Personal hand shower assembly
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F1372
Head shower

F1301
Wall bracket

F1323
Personal hand shower assembly

BATH TUB/SHOWER
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A room‘s atmosphere 

a rises from the interaction 

of all elements. GEOMETRY 

accessories take up the 

clear lines of the fittings 

and create a harmonious 

living experience.  

F1314
Towel ring

F1331
Bath towel bar

ACCESSORI ES
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F1302
Toilet roll holder

F1325
Spare toilet roll holder

F1326
Toilet brush set
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H2003
Tumbler

F1331
Soap dish

F1306
Magnetic soap holder

H2004  
Lotion dispenser
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F1310  
Soap container

F1328
Robe hook

F1313
Mirror shelf

H2013   
Mirror

ACCESSOIRES



Ad vAn berlo

ChristiAn bjørn design

Two of the most prestigious 

Scandinavian designers of our time 

stand behind GEOMETRY. Christian 

Bjørn Design has created products for 

well-known companies for 25 years, 

winning numerous international 

design awards. VANBERLOSTUDIO has 

enjoyed international renown since 

1982. With the GEOMETRY product line, 

these creative minds have once again 

shown their class.
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H4233AA Single lever basin mixer
projection 105 mm, with pop-up drain assembly

Chrome

Alternative product
H4234AA Single lever basin mixer

without pop-up drain assembly
Chrome

Recommended equipment
F1281AA Extension

with pop-up drain assembly
Chrome

F1282AA Extension
without pop-up drain assembly

Chrome

F1283AA Single lever basin mixer
projection 100 mm, with pop-up drain assembly

Chrome

Alternative product
F1284AA Single lever basin mixer

without pop-up drain assembly
Chrome

Recommended equipment
F1281AA Extension

with pop-up drain assembly
Chrome

F1282AA Extension
without pop-up drain assembly

Chrome

Special features of the GEOMETRY Line
Due to the minimalist design there are some technical peculiarities that need to be considered during planning and 
installation. 
All build-in fittings (concealed single lever mixers, concealed thermostats, concealed multi-way valves, wall elbows 
etc.) have unique build-in parts,  especially designed for the GEOMETRY line.
These products show the remark “complete with trim and concealed parts” or “with special concealed parts” for the 
wall elbow. 
The packaging of these products contains the rough (part to be build in the wall) and the trim (visible parts like face 
plate and handles) in a common box with a common article number. 
The same is applicable for the wall elbow (F1631AA) and the personal hand shower assembly (F1358AA).
GEOMETRY A6 fittings are suitable for wall thickness up to 73 mm. 
Due to these reasons it is mandatory to have all fittings available that are contain build-in parts (also wall elbows) 
prior to the installation.

PRODUCTLIST GEOMETRY
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F1269AA Single lever basin mixer
projection 90 mm, with pop-up drain assembly

Chrome

Alternative product
F1271AA Single lever basin mixer

without pop-up drain assembly
Chrome

Recommended equipment
F1281AA Extension

with pop-up drain assembly
Chrome

F1282AA Extension
without pop-up drain assembly

Chrome

F1252AA Pillar tap
projection 80 mm

Chrome

F1335AA Concealed single lever mixer
projection 173 mm, spout Ø 24 mm, flow rate at 3 bars 
20.3 l/min., complete with trim and concealed parts

Chrome

Recommended equipment
F960515AA Spout

projection 165 mm, Ø 24 mm, for use with F1335
Chrome

F1293AA Single lever basin mixer
projection 160 mm, with pop-up drain assembly

Chrome

Alternative product
F1295AA Single lever basin mixer

without pop-up drain assembly
Chrome

F1276AA Single lever basin mixer
projection 90 mm, with pop-up drain assembly

Chrome

Alternative product
F1277AA Single lever basin mixer

without pop-up drain assembly
Chrome
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F1263AA 4-hole Roman tub set
projection 200 mm, with integrated manual diverter

Chrome

Equipment: H2742NU + H2743NU + H2741NU

H3972AA Toilet fitting
trim and gear for use with build-in TECE toilet tanks

Chrome

F1273AA Single lever bidet mixer
projection 100 mm, with pop-up drain assembly

Chrome

F1361AA Concealed thermostat 1/2”
with shut-off valve, complete with trim and concealed parts, 
flow rate at 3 bars: 12.5 l/min.

Chrome

Recommended equipment

F1358AA Personal hand shower assembly
with wall elbow, hose 1500 mm, hand shower and  
wall bracket, complete with trim and concealed parts

Chrome

BATH TUB

F1343AA Concealed single lever mixer
with upward outlet, flow rate at 3 bars: 22.3 l/min., complete 
with trim and concealed parts (if there is more than 1 con-
sumer an additional 3/2 multi-way valve F1344AA has to be 
ordered) 

Chrome

75
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BIDET/TOI LET



F1344AA 3/2 multi-way valve
complete with trim and concealed parts

Chrome

F1336AA Concealed single lever tub and shower mixer
spout Ø 24 mm, projection 205 mm, with integrated auto-
matic diverter, without hand shower assembly, flow rate at  
3 bars: 20.3 l/min., complete with trim and concealed parts

Chrome

Recommended equipment

F1321AA Personal hand shower assembly
with hose 1500 mm, hand shower and wall bracket

Chrome

F2502AA Exposed two-handle tub and shower mixer
with automatic diverter, without hand shower assembly

Chrome

Recommended equipment

H2737AA Freestanding floor pillar legs
for exposed tub sets, incl. bracket for hand shower

Chrome

H4043AA Mounting parts
to fit the exposed single lever tubs and shower mixers on 
the freestanding floor pillar legs H2737AA

Chrome

     

F1345AA Concealed single lever tub and shower mixer
in combination with 3/2 multi-way valve and wall elbow, 
flow rate at 3 bars: tub outlet: 14 l/min., shower outlet:  
11.5 l/min., complete with trim and concealed parts,  
for filling via the overflow

Chrome

F1337AA Concealed single lever shower mixer
with integrated wall elbow, without hand shower assembly, 
complete with trim and concealed parts

Recommended equipment:  
Personal hand shower assembly F1321AA

Chrome
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BATH TUB/SHOWER



A3260AA Exposed thermostat
outlet downward, without hand shower assembly, flow rate 
at 3 bars: 17.4 l/min.

Chrome

Recommended equipment

F1367AA Diverter spout
for exposed tub and shower mixers and thermostats with 
outlet downward. Diverter function effective by turning the 
spout left

Chrome

F960240AA Connection piece
for exposed thermostatic mixers F1367AA mit A3260AA

Chrome

H2737AA Freestanding floor pillar legs
for exposed tub sets, incl. bracket for hand shower

Chrome

H4043AA Mounting parts
to fit the exposed single lever tubs and shower mixers on 
the freestanding floor pillar legs H2737AA

Chrome

F1243AA Exposed two-handle shower mixer
without hand shower assembly, outlet downward

Chrome

Recommended equipment

F1367AA Diverter spout
for exposed tub and shower mixers and thermostats with 
outlet downward. Diverter function effective by turning the 
spout left

Chrome

H2737AA Freestanding floor pillar legs
for exposed tub sets, incl. bracket for hand shower

Chrome

F960240AA Adapter for exposed mixers
for reduce 3/4” to 1/2”

Chrome
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BATH TUB



F1323AA Personal hand shower assembly
height 900 mm, with hand shower and hose 

Chrome

F1631AA Wall elbow R 1/2“
with special concealed parts

Chrome

F1321AA Personal hand shower assembly
with hose 1500 mm, hand shower and wall bracket

Chrome

F1372AA Head shower
shower head can be adjusted by moving upward and  
downward, complete with trim and concealed parts

Chrome

F1301AA Wall bracket
for hand shower

Chrome
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BATH TUB



F1314AA Towel ring
Ø 140 mm

Chrome

F1331AA Bath towel bar
width 650 mm

Chrome

F1302AA Toilet roll holder
with back cover

Chrome

F1325AA Spare toilet roll holder Chrome

F1326AA Toilet brush set
wall mounted

Chrome

H2003 Tumbler
with holder, inner diameter 57 mm, clear glass
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ACCESSORI ES



F1306AA Magnetic soap holder Chrome

F1311AA Soap dish Chrome

H2004AA Lotion dispenser
with holder, inner diameter 57 mm
 
 
 

Chrome

F1313AA Soap container
width 230 mm x heigth 100 mm x depth 100 mm

Chrome

F1328AA Robe hook
2 pieces

Chrome

F1310AA Mirror shelf Chrome

H2013 Mirror
with holder, width 450 mm x heigth 490 mm

Chrome

Recommended equipment

H2010AA Lighting 
for mirror H2013AA, 12 V Halogen lighting, with transformer

Chrome
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ACCESSORI ES



headquarter
Ideal Standard International BvbA
Chaussée de Wavre, 1789 box 15
1160 Brussels

JadO in Your Country
JADO is also located in your area. 
Please visit our website.

www.jado.com




